
A Peerless Plan

As you opened your mind, you opened your heart.
You quit listening to all of the worry, all of the noise, and all of the panic.  You quit trying 

to beat the eternally accumulating statistics, and avoided stepping directly into data-labeling 
deficiency traps.  Repeatedly you forgave yourself, and accepted the fact that even when you 
couldn’t perform magic or change overall public perceptions – you knew, much more 
importantly, that each kid you met; each child you taught; every single student, in every single 
class?

Had hope, and, depending upon your intentionally cultivated patience:
A wondrously unexplored potential.  
Even that most exasperating student, that kid who made you imagine putting your head 

through a wall – that attention-limited ninth grader who threw books, pencils and puzzle pieces 
around the room, who repeatedly used the punched perforations on the side of homework papers 
to draw endlessly detailed pictures of lost penises coming through looking for the right “hole,” 
who told you, loudly, routinely and daily that you really should ask for a raise because you 
always wore the ugliest shoes – even that kid?

Would grow.  
And might, one day?
Become one of your favorite upperclassmen. 
Might even, years later, send you an announcement for his college graduation.  
And might, one lingeringly pretty day in late autumn?
Get misty-eyed with you at his wedding.*
From my peers; from these welcoming, generous educators who invited me to lunch, who 

asked about my family, who willingly shared their personal concerns and who, calmly and 
patiently, taught me how to stay in the game; from these long-term dedicated and highly 
respected professionals – I learned that no student, no year, and no class ever represented the 
whole.  In their own enduring, dedicated way, these committed educators taught me to see that 
success in a multifarious, poverty frustrated and complicatedly diverse community?

Was never ever a simple or immediately apparent precept. 
If anything – on the contrary, success was a very long and very demanding journey; an 

often unpredictable adventure where, every year?  Each school, each class, and each child was 
part of an organically moving, never simple, and seemingly ephemeral but still necessary quest; a 
quest which, much like in days dedicated to the chasing down of a fleetingly possible holy grail, 
you made your commitment to, and stayed loyal to, even when there seemed little chance of 
finding an ultimately positive outcome.†

This lesson I learned as I worked alongside a diverse group of highly experienced 
professionals; career-dedicated educators who, as long-term-loyal employees, signed up for the 
amorphously-edged expedition of a low-income culturally-diverse school teaching every single 
day.

Until.  
Well, until one day.
One year.
Quite unexpectedly.
A no-excuses educational program launched abruptly out of Washington D.C. landed 

ponderously and immovably upon an unsuspecting nation.  As a plan for an assertively 



implemented test-score liability; as a plan forced into low-income schools with a much-lauded 
Presidential support – mercilessly and methodically, the inflexible platforms of NCLB began the 
harshly impersonal task of unraveling and destabilizing not only our traditional, multi-voiced-
collaborative, all-student-community-inclusive, low-income-neighborhood school, but, 
additionally?  

Our highly-experienced, years-long loyal, self-governing and democratically interactive 
Department of English.  

Argued to be a the most logical response to the sudden demand for punitively assigned 
testing labels; coming as a byproduct to the shortsighted blame of teachers and a subsequently 
ordered barrage of school “turnarounds” – abruptly and painfully I found myself pushed out of 
Central High and into a teaching position at a middle school far, far across town.  

To discover, when I got there?  
That there was little at my new school which I, or anyone in my disinterestedly assigned 

Language Arts department, might describe as warm, courteous, generous or inviting.  As a school 
which, prior to my arrival, had already been invaded by multiple destabilizing years of an 
accuse-and-expel reform – well, rather than being welcomed into an experienced-veteran, 
sincerely-professional department of my peers?

I soon realized that, as an educator in my new building:
I was on my own.  

*The most important lesson I have learned about a truly effective teaching is that it is not about simply setting up 
expectations, spouting information and rigidly dispensing rules and regulations.  It is, much, much more, about 
building relationships.  I often recall the story of a teacher working in the Appalachian mountains who, frustrated by 
her efforts to inspire a small student, perplexed by her inability to reach into this little girl’s mind – one day picked 
up the child and set her upon her lap...and thus opened the door.

†Wouldn’t it be wonderful if I could somehow relay each of the moments when I have accidentally run into previous 
students – students who, when I first knew them, barely spoke English, or who had been severely victimized by 
poverty (one child living in a car after his grandmother was moved to the hospital).  Students I talk to now as the 
bank teller, optician’s assistant or supermarket employee happy to tell me that they are doing well; that they are 
married; have two or three children; own a home.  Have even, now and then, earned a college degree late into their 
twenties or thirties.  No matter how poorly they originally performed in school; no matter how predictably low had 
been their test scores: this, America?  Is not failure. 


